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• Who are we?



Toby Bloomberg
• eMarketing 1997 – Lucent Technologies created first integrated 

marketing plan for ecom site

• Online communities – 2000 American Marketing Association

• Blogger since 2004 (Diva Marketing, Blogger Stories, Daily Fix, 
BBC .. to name a few.)

• Bloomberg Marketing - boutique social media consultancy 
helping people join in the new conversation .. and not get blown-
up.

• Social media clients include: Purina, M/A/R/C, GourmetStation, 
Mayfield Dairy, Alliance Theatre, Authors - fiction (Peggy 
Payne), business/not for profit (Katya Andresen)



Marc Danziger
• Online communities since 1993 (AOL community 

manager, Physicians Online )

• Blogger since 2002 (politics, mostly)

• Technology manager (Pacificare, Nissan, Amgen, 
CarsDirect.com)

• Co-founded Pajamas Media

• Now a principal in Revere/ NTT Data’s ‘Interactive and 
Community’ Group

(does it get any more corporate than that?)

• Clients include: Toyota, Mansueto Digital (IncBiznet and 
Fast Company), United Health, Veterinary Pet Insurance



Social media basics.

“Social media is about moving from using 
the web as a megaphone toward using it 
as a telephone. Instead of one-to-many 
monologues, we have many-to-many 
conversations where all parties actively 
participate.”

traditional media > interactive media >

social media



• Who are you?

• What do you know about social media and 
marketing?

• What do you want to know about it?



New Opportunities To Engage

To An Active Participation Role

From A Passive Listening Role



New Opportunities To Listen

From Structured Marketing Research

To Unfiltered Conversations



One Voice ..

… Changes A Company’s Business Processes

Becomes Many …



Pitfalls and Mine Fields



The Challenge

Company Culture

Blog/Social Media Culture

Honesty Transparency Authenticity Passion



Fans are great. Empowering them boosts 
public perception, is almost-free marketing, 
and builds committed customers.

Some people aren’t fans.

When you hand them the microphone, what 
happens?



Every company, every professional, every 
person out there who uses the Internet has 
detractors.

The internet empowers them, too.

For most companies, the idea of opening 
their web properties to user-generated 
content stops there.

Should it?



Case Studies.



From Blogs Gone Bad

To $ales Gone Wild!

• October 07 sales & trans were up 43%
• YTD sales are up 32%. 

• The blog is a key part of strong organic growth .. minimum advertising budget.

• 5.6% of all blog traffic originates from GourmetStation web site

• 1.42% of all web site traffic originates from blog



Goal: Reinforce industry

thought leadership, 

customer loyalty

*Build on following 

of company & 

industry leader”

Social Media Success In B2B Manufacturing

•Dr. Lasky OWNS the blogosphere as it relates to electronic assembly
•Collapses relationship building 
•First look at new opportunities
•Invitation to enter new companies for consultations
•New customers – long-term assignments
•Retention of existing customers



Goodwill Repositioning From Thrift Store To Vintage Shoppe 



• To date - 11,500 unique visitors to the virtual fashion show 9/12 
launch 

• Almost 42,000 page views 
• 16% of fashion show visitors have been converted into online 

Goodwill shoppers 
• Fashion Show Visitors from 31 countries and 48 states plus DC 
• 48% of fashion show visitors are from the DC, MD, VA region (the

area we serve) 
• Blog is averaging between 600 & 700 visitors a week 
• 5.6% of blog visitors are being converted into online Goodwill 

shoppers 
• Blog retention rate prior to fashion show was 27% 
• Blog retention rate since fashion show is 30%
• Blog visitors from 77 countries and all 50 states 

Brick & mortar stores during the two weeks following the launch of the 
fashion show:

• Customer count + 6.6%
• Rack sales (clothing) +16.5%
• Total sales + 8.275%

A Few Stats  - http://dcgoodwillfashions.blogspot.com/



Marc posted a question on 
LinkedIn – “who knows 
someone who has gotten a 
promotion from blogging?”
– and got a dozen answers.

Here’s one:

Matt Martone, who writes 
the ‘Job Search Marketing’
blog at 
www.jobsearchmarketing.com

replied, with a link to this 
post:



In July 2005, popular blogger Jeff Jarvis (disclosure : 
friend) wrote the post “Dell Hell”.

Dell shares were at $40.

Jeff’s series of posts on his experience with Dell 
quality and customer service didn’t create the 
coverage of the issue – but they sure triggered some.



~$36 Billion 
in Value

Here’s Jeff:
“The age of caveat emptor is over. 

Now the time has come when it's the seller who must beware. Caveat venditor.

A company can no longer get away with consistently offering shoddy products 
or service or ignoring customers' concerns and needs. 

For now the customers can talk back where they can be heard. Those customers 
can gang up and share what they know and give their complaints volume. Of 
course, they can use their reviews and complaints to have a big impact on a 
company's reputation and business.”

Ya think???

July, 2005



Because since 2006, Dell has:

• Opened, expanded and publicized the forums at www.dell.com.

• Started a corporate blog – ‘Direct2Dell: 1-2-1 communications 
with Dell’.

• Aggressively reached out to, and embraced technology bloggers.

• Started ‘Ideastorm’, a Digg-like site that solicits user suggestions, 
and promoted the popular ones. The first, most popular 
suggestion?

Linux notebooks.

Dell’s reaction?

Jeff’s blog didn’t cause the stock to decline. 

The issues were there, waiting for someone to make them public. Jeff 
did. The public saw, and reacted.

But…someone had a clue (or a cluetrain, actually)…and Dell reacted.



Here’s Jarvis’ latest on Dell:

“Dell’s executives say their new problem is managing and spreading all this 
knowledge from customers. Its chief marketer said his new opportunity is to 
rely on customer-advocates to sell computers. And Michael Dell predicted a 
future of “co-creation of products and services” with customers.

There it is: the fist. Dell and its customers are collaborating on the creation 
of content, media and marketing - without content, media or marketing 
companies.”

Dell is at 30 today, up from a low of 19.



• What do you know about social media and 
marketing?

• What do you want to do with it?

• What are the obstacles in the way?



It's not personal, Sonny.
It's strictly business.

The Son of the Godfather was Wrong

Dead Wrong



Corporations…

…they’re made of people!!



Toss Of A Pink Boa

From Diva Marketing To You!

From


